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Introducing the Tactic, our latest competition wing. Not simply an evolution of
the Nitro, the Tactic is in fact a totally new design, a new breed of glider started
from a completely clean sheet using the accumulation of all our years of knowledge
and experience together with new improved working methods with our CAD-
CAM computer design software.
The Tactic comes in 3 sizes - 24, 26, and 28. All of them have a high aspect ratio and should be flown
with a high wing loading to give the best performance possible. The wing’s exceptional sink rate, glide
ratio and extremely efficient flat-turning capabilities will allow you to climb even the most marginal
of conditions - when others simply cannot - and the new plan form and internal design structure give
this glider more rigidity than previous designs.

Which are the Tactic's innovations?
First of all, we have evolved the SSS (Security Speed System) which we first developed with the Syncro.
Now we have made this remarkable system even cleaner and more efficient than it already was before!
As you may already know, the SSS is based on the ‘floating’ leading edge reinforcements, first used in
the Syncro and then the Nitro, to give greater rigidity to the leading edge, especially when using the
speed system. Now the seam joint is no longer made along the top and bottom panels, as it is with the
Syncro, but instead to a special second fabric layer which makes a kind of ‘pocket’ and leaves no seams
whatsoever on the outside for the eye to see. Having no external stitching means a cleaner and more
efficient airflow over the wing. In fact, there’s not a stitch in sight on either the upper or lower surfaces
of the sail, a super-refined job never seen before in paragliding construction! Moreover, because of this
new design we can make smaller and lighter reinforcements saving on both the weight and the cost.

Another innovation is the new internal structure, with full diagonal ribs, giving better profile definition
and greater durability. Although production cost is higher, we feel that it is well worth it as the Tactic’s
upper surface is incredibly clean and crease-free.

technical data

TACTIC 28
Surface Area (m2)
Span (m)
Aspect Ratio
Central chord (m)
Susp. height (m)
Cells
Projected Area (m2)
    "         Span (m)
    "         A/R
All up weight (Kg)

TACTIC 26
Surface Area (m2)
Span (m)
Aspect Ratio
Central chord (m)
Susp. height (m)
Cells
Projected Area (m2)
    "         Span (m)
    "         A/R
All up weight (Kg))

TACTIC 24
Surface Area (m2)
Span (m)
Aspect Ratio
Central chord (m)
Susp. height (m)
Cells
Projected Area (m2)
    "         Span (m)
    "         A/R
All up weight (Kg)

27,47
13,15
6,29
2,67
8,34

81
24,64
10,95
4,86

105-125

26,47
12,88
6,29
2,62
8,18

81
23,69
10,73
4,86

95-112

24,44
12,39
6,29
2,52
7,87

81
21,92
10,32
4,86

80-102
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What are the differences in the plan form and construction between the Nitro and the Tactic?

You can see the first and most important difference in the illustration labelled ‘A’ which has been drawn out from
our CAD software. White lines show the Nitro. Red lines show the Tactic. You can see than the Tactic’s profiles (ribs)
are oriented following along the vault and the pull of the line cascade cone. This means that the pressure is spread
much better across the cell and so the wings resistance to collapsing augments considerably. Moreover, the profile
thickness is considerably deeper in this particular part of the wing section, allowing us to give more torsion and
wash-out (without the risk of tucking) and have better manoeuvrability and more brake travel.

In the illustrations labelled B-C-D you can see the differences in the plan form of the two gliders. The chord
line of the Tactic is broader towards the wingtips but narrower in the central part. The aspect ratio is more
equally maintained across the whole of the span making the projected AR higher overall. As a result, when
banking the glider up in a turn the projected surface is relatively larger, giving a better sink rate. It is because
this that, as we have already said, in spite of having slightly less agile handling than the Nitro, the Tactic is more
effective in marginal conditions, and we can afford to have a higher wing loading to maximise the gain in speed.

The risers have also evolved, and the maillon which used to pivot the C-D risers has now been replaced with
low friction pulleys, so now the speed system is consequently both smoother and lighter.

A B C

D

The lines have been reduced to an absolute minimum despite the fact that the C-D pyramidal upper line-layout, which
has usually been on the outer wing, has now been separated into individual C’s and D’s. This alteration is very important
since when you use the accelerator system the profile does not kink as it does with the C-D pyramidal line-layout, and
so the new angle of attack is more uniform. Another important change is that we have cascaded the lines in three levels
instead of two. Now collapses are fewer and better behaved, and the wing feels more solid. It does not give the pilot
the feeling of ‘snaking’ around the way other such high aspect ratio wings do.

The line attachment points are very minimalist in terms of their size. Made from 300 kg Dyneema line, they are extremely
hard-wearing as well as being a perfect aerodynamic solution.

The cell width reduces progressively span-wise across the wing, as with the Tempus. With the Nitro, Silex, and Kronos,
the reduction was not totally progressive, with only each third of each side of the wing having different widths. With
the Tactic (and Tempus) every single cell has a different width, giving a more perfect shape.

The handling is slightly less agile than the Nitro, but sink rate is better making the Tactic ideal for climbing in marginal
conditions.

The Tactic’s new accelerator system is smoother and can be applied effortlessly, due in part to an ample pulley-reduction
ratio, as well as the new low friction inner-pulleys, which the risers now have instead of metal D-rings, and which create
less resistance. With the Tactic you can use the speed system more often, and more freely, because of the new carefully
balanced aerodynamic torsions in the wingtips of the glider which make them much more resistant to collapsing.

The risers are only 15mm wide and are built with Diolem, a new webbing material which is particularly durable and
resistant to UV as well as mineral and organic acids.
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In line with it’s completely new design, the Tactic is adorned with a completely new look top and
bottom and the Windtech ‘W’ stretched out across the wing. On the trailing edge a black band gives
a unique high aspect ratio look. As well as blue and red, a stylish new grey completes the three standard
colour options available for the Tactic which we hope will be well received world wide. There is no
doubt that this is an extremely striking and good looking machine!

What will the price be?
The price of the Tactic will be the same as 2003 Nitro, and top level competitors will
have the same special conditions as last year.

Best glide: 9.66 at 40 km/h.
Glide at 25% of speed bar: 8.5 at 45 km/h.
Glide at 50% of speed bar: 7.4 at 50 km/h.
Glide at 80% of speed bar: 7.0 at 55 km/h.
Speed with 100% of speed bar: 63 km/h.

It is very important to consider that these figures were recorded
at 500m ASL. At 2000m, for example, 60km/hr could easily
convert into 66km/hr!

www.windtech.es

POWERED BY WINDTECH

What are the performance figures?
As we have said the greatest advantage of the Tactic compared to other competition
gliders is the use of the accelerator, especially in turbulent conditions. You can use it more,
and for longer, than others. Also the sink rate is better, especially whilst climbing, so you can
have a higher wing loading.

In the final illustration you can see the Tactic's polar curve. This data has been recorded with
a Flytec 5030, a chronometer and the GPS comp software. You should take into consideration
that it is impossible to be completely accurate to the tenth part, since paraglider's performance
changes with air density, pressure, temperature, height and, above all, the harness used by
the pilots. Anyhow this data is a very objective reference.
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Sp HORIZONTAL  M/S
54 km/h

polar Tactic 27
preassure 1020 mb.
temperature 9° C
total load in flight 112 kg.




